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Back In A Moment
ON VIEW: NOVEMBER 10 - DECEMBER 22, 2016
OPENING RECEPTION: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 6 - 8 PM

YLVA CEDER            Praise Be To God, 2016
   oil on board, 41 x 79 inches
 
GRETCHEN SCHERER           Center of the Labyrinth, 2016
                  oil on panel, 16 x 20 inches

Baltimore, MD - C. Grimaldis Projects is pleased to announce 
its inaugural exhibition, Back In A Moment, featuring paintings 
by Ylva Ceder and Gretchen Scherer which depict a series of 
empty rooms. These parlors, halls and living rooms are united 
by the sense of presence which pervades them— as if their 
inhabitants had just stepped away or were soon due to return. 
Both painters interrogate the emotional life of domestic space, 
in which the domains we witness are marked deeply by the 
memories and events they have absorbed. 

Scherer’s manipulation of classical architecture results in a 
sublime scrambling of rooms within rooms; stairs which lead 
endlessly upward; hallways which extend eternally backward. 
Ceder’s meticulous exactness of line and angle articulates rooms 
that seem too real to exist. These are psychological renderings 
of space; endeavors to capture rooms as they are perceived. As 
details appear warped even as they are exquisitely precise, the 
interior itself becomes a cipher for consciousness, sensate and 
subjective. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

In place of the traditional Biblical imagery which would adorn conventional Swedish furnishings, Ceder’s wall-paintings, 
rugs and cabinets are interwoven with hybrid elements from global Islamic iconography. In this subversion the artist 
seeks to reimagine culture, faith and conquest with a new sentimental symbology, re-staging a different version of what 
could possibly have been. Scherer’s parlors inhabit such a fluid moment; figures in the paintings’ paintings seem almost 
to step out of their frames. Past exists with present; imagination with reality; the living with the dead. Are we alone in 
the room, or was there someone with us all along? These uncanny spaces are charged with simultaneity, haunted by the 
desire to cling fast to memory and make it one’s own. 

Gretchen Scherer received a BFA from the University of Illinois at Chicago and graduated with an MFA from Hunter 
College in 2006. Her work has been included in group shows in New York, Chicago, Rome and LA, as well as a two-
person show in Oldenburg, Germany in the summer of 2015. Gretchen is represented by ART 3, Bushwick. She currently 
lives and works in Brooklyn. 

Ylva Ceder studied at the Umeå Academy of Fine Arts, and received an MFA from Konstfack University College of 
Arts, Craft and Design, Stockholm in 2007. She has exhibited internationally and widely throughout Sweden, including 
a recent solo exhibition at Linköping Konsthall. Her works are represented in private and public collections including 
Malmö Konstmuseum and Katrineholms Konsthall. Ylva is represented by Wetterling Gallery. She currently lives and 
works in Stockholm. 

C. Grimaldis Projects is a new space on the ground floor of 523 N Charles Street which seeks to showcase 
emerging contemporary art practices and experimental programming in dialogue with the 40-year exhibition 
history of C. Grimaldis Gallery. 


